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ABSTRACT 
Let f be a rapidly decreasing continuous function on IR n and let f be its Radon transform. I f f  
decreases fast enough and vanishes on a fairly large set, then it is proved that f has compact 
support. We also investigate he relation between the supports of f and f under these conditions. 
The results contain the well-known support heorem for Radon transforms on ~n as a special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let f be a function on R" which is integrable over every hyperplane. The 
Radon transform of f is the function f defined on the set of hyperplanes by 
f (H)  = ~n f.  It is convenient to parametrize the set of hyperplanes by their 
double cover S n- 1 × ~: 
(~o, t )~H={se~n:s .a~=t} ,  (oJ, t) eS" - l  × ~, 
where S n-l denotes the unit sphere in I~ n and s.og=sloJ~+...+s,~on. We 
think of the Radon transform as defined on S ~- l × ~ by 
(1) f(~o,t)= ~ f(s)dm(s), (~o,t)eS"-~×l~. 
S- tO=l  
In the present paper we investigate he relation between the support of f and 
that of f .  It is obvious that if f has its support in the closed ball B(0,R), the 
support of f is contained in S" -~×[-R,R] .  The converse is not true in 
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general, e.g. set ~2= C and take f (z)= z -s for [zt-> 1, and extend f smoothly 
to E2, see [3], p. 18. In fact Zalcman recently gave an example of an entire 
function f~ 0 with the property that Ifl is integrable over every straight line L, 
while ~L fdm(s)=O, see [10]. 
However, if f is rapidly decreasing, i.e. for every k_> 0 
f (x)  = o(Ixl-k) for Ix 1-+o% 
the situation is better. We will prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a rapidly decreasing continuous function on R n whose 
Radon transform f satisfies the growth condition 
(2) If(~o,t)l<-Co, e -~w', e~o>0, (o>,t)eS~-~x~,. 
Suppose that for some open set f2 C S n- 1 and some R > 0 
f (a~,t)=0, oJet2, Itl>e. 
Then f has compact support. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a compactly supported continuous function on ~n and 
f its Radon transform. Then f= 0 on the set 
{s e I1~" :s" os = t, (os, t) ~ supp f} .  
We will also give an example showing that a growth condition like (2) cannot 
be disposed of completely. Finally, observe that taking I2 = S n- l one obtains 
an important special case: 
SUPPORT THEOREM OF HELGASON II, 2]. If f is a rapidly decreasing continuous 
function on ~n and supp f cSn- I×  [-R,R],  then supp fC/~(O,R). 
In the proof of theorem 1 we use the lemma on mixed derivatives from 
Korevaar-Wiegerinck [4]to show that the Fourier transform of f extends to an 
entire function of exponential type. Then the proof is completed with the 
aid of the Paley-Wiener theorem. Theorem 2 is based on a proof of the 
Plancherel-Pol~a theorem in [8]. 
The proof of theorem 1 looks quite natural; nevertheless, the known proofs 
of the support theorem (Helgason [2], Ludwig [5], B. Weiss [7]) are all 
different. 
For more information about the Radon transform and its applications we 
refer to Helgason's book [3]. 
I would like to thank Dr T. Koornwinder who introduced me to Radon 
transforms and made useful comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 
2. DERIVATION OF THEOREM 1 
An important tool in the proof of theorem 1 is the lemma on mixed deriva- 
tives from Korevaar-Wiegerinck [4]. It is recalled here: 
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MAIN LEMMA. For every open subset g2 o f  the unit sphere S n- ~ in ~n, there 
exist a constant B=Ba and a family o f  integrable functions {gu} with the 
following properties: 
(3') I (091D1 +... + 09nDn)lalg~(09)dtr = [a[~ D a 
for  all n-tuples a = (al . . . . .  an) of  non-negative integers; 
(3") ~ ]ga(09)lda<_(n+ e) I~1 
D 
for  every e > 0 and all a of  sufficiently large height [u[. 
Here we have used the standard notations 
Dj 6/6xj, D ~-  ~, ~ = -D  1 . . .D n , 
a! =u~!. . .a , ! ,  [u l=a~ + ... +an, 
while dtr denotes the area-element of S n-1. 
Next we give the 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Since f is continuous and rapidly decreasing, we have 
in particular If(x)l-< c(1 + [xl) -n and we conclude that f is in L 2 and that IfJ 
is bounded by a constant M. Thus the Fourier transform Yf  is also in L 2 and 
using again that f is rapidly decreasing we find that 5rf is in C °°. 
Let 09 be in S n- 1. The values of the Fourier transform J f  on the line 
{;t09:k e JR} through 09 can be expressed very simply in terms of the Radon 
transform: 
(4) ( J f )(209)= I f(s)e-iX°JSds = ~ f(~o,t)e-mdt. 
~n - -  oo  
The last equality follows from Fubini's theorem and the definition of the 
Radon transform (1). 
By (2) the right-hand side of (4) represents (the restriction to the real line of) 
a holomorphic function of one variable on a neighborhood of the real axis in 
the complex line {(09 : (= k + i~ e C}. For 09 e g-2 this function will be entire and 
of exponential type <R,  because then the interval of integration reduces to 
[ -R ,  R]. For these values of o9 we estimate the directional derivatives of Y-fat 
the origin: 
i R _ it) kdt 6k~--f(k09) = ~ f(09,t)( <_2MR TM. 
(s) ~ ~=o -R 
We next consider the Taylor series for J f  around the origin, 
(6) Yf (x ) -  ~ c~x a. 
ct 
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We estimate the coefficients with the aid of (5) and the main lemma: 
L ~{! D~(~f)(O) l]Otl!Cc~l =  =1~ (t-°lDl + ... + ~nDn)l~l(gf)(O)ga(to)dtrl 
<-2MRtC~t+l(B+e)tal if tal is large, 
<__AElal with E=R(B+e) for all a. 
We infer that the Taylor series in (6) defines an entire function F of exponential 
type on cn: 
I Iz"l=A a! (elz'[)"' IF(z)I-'-1 ~ c"zal<- ~ AEtal'~. ~ la[! ct,! "'" 
(7) , ~ an ! 
-A  exp {E,~IzjI}. 
(elz.)) 
The function F will be equal to y-f on E'. Indeed, we saw that the restriction 
of 5 f  to a real line through the origin is analytic and on such a line, y-f and 
F will have the same Taylor series at the origin, cf. (6). Hence by the uniqueness 
theorem for analytic functions, y-f and F are equal on every real line. 
The conclusion is that F is an entire function of exponential type on C n 
which is in L 2 on En. By the Paley-Wiener theorem or its precise form the 
Plancherel-P61ya theorem, cf. [6] p. 171, the inverse Fourier transform of 
F= Y-f, which equals f ,  has compact support. 
REMARK 1. It is possible to derive Helgason's upport theorem in the same 
manner. Indeed, for ~ = S n- l the main lemma is true with B = 1, provided that 
we add a factor la[!/a! in (3"), cf. [4]; a proof will appear in [9]. Using this 
fact we now obtain the end result of (7) with E=R( I  +e). By symmetry this 
result remains true if F(z) is replaced by F(Tz), where T is a rotation of S n- 1. 
Thus we obtain 
(8) IF(z)l-<At exp {R(I +e)Z,I(Tz)j]}. 
From (8) one readily derives that the special indicator function 
hFOt; X) ~f 1-~ 1 log I F(x + irA)l 
r ~oo  r 
of F is bounded by RIA[ for every x and 2 in ~n. The latter function is equal 
to the support function of the closed ball B(0, R) and the Plancherel-P61ya 
theorem now shows that suppfcB(O,R), cf. [6], p. 171. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let (a~ o, to) ¢ supp f and let So be a point of ~n such that s 0. ~0 = to. We will 
show that f=  0 on a neighborhood of s 0. Since supp f is closed by definition, 
we can find a neighborhood T of t o in R and a neighborhood U of a~0 in 
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IR n (!) such that 
j f(s)dm(s) = 0 for x ~ U, t ~ T. 
x .s=l  
From this we infer that for every non-negative integer k 
(9) I (x's)ky(s) ds=O, x~ U. 
X.S=I  
t~T  
The crux of the proof is to derive from (9) that 
(10) J sa(x.s)kf(s)ds=O, x~ U 
X'S=I  
t~T  
for all multi-indices a and all k. 
The proof of (10) is by induction on a. First we introduce some notation. Let 
B0 be a ball which contains So and supp f ,  and define 
Hx=BoD{S~ n such that x .se  T}, xe  U. 
Thus H x is a neighborhood of s o when x = o90. Finally set 
Gxy=Hx\Hy,  x, yeV .  
Observe now that by the boundedness of B 0, 
(11) volume Gxy = o(1) if y~x,  
while on Gxy and Gyx 
(12) y .s=x.s+(Y( [y -x l )  if y--*x. 
To make the induction step, we take y=x+he j ,  where ej is the jth unit 
vector and h is sufficiently small, and write down the difference quotient of (10) 
with k replaced by k+ 1: 
1 
0=-~- [J sU(y.s)k+lf(s)ds - J sa(x's)k+lf(s) as] 
H, H, 
1 I sa{(Y" s) k+ t _ (x. s) k+ 1}f(s)ds (13) =-'h- H, 
1 s~(y.s)k + lf(s)ds. 1 s (y.s)k+ lf(s)ds - S -ff + I  T 
Gr~ ~ Gvx . 
We also need this formula with exponent 0 instead of k + 1: 
f saf(s) ds= I saf(s) ds. 
G,.~ G v. 
In the expression Ic,x-J~x, in (13) we may therefore replace (y.s) k+l by 
(y.s) k÷l - (x . s )  k+l. After this step we let h tend to 0. Then by the continuRy 
o f f  and the order estimates (11) and (12) the new integrals over Gyx and Gxy 
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will tend to zero. We thus conclude from (13) 
(k+ 1) J sjsa(x.s)~f(s)ds=O, 
H, 
which completes the induction proof of (10). 
We finally take k=O in (10), then observing that f is orthogonal to all 
polynomials, we conclude that f=  0 on Hx. 
REMARK 2. This proof is an adaptation of the one in [8], p. 100. The idea 
goes back to J. Korevaar. For a related result, involving integrals over spheres 
being zero, see [3], p. 16. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
One might conjecture that theorem 1 remains valid if the growth condition 
(2) is dropped. We will now give an example to show that this is false. 
Let k(2) be a smooth, even, function ~ 0 on ~ whose support is contained 
in [ -  ½, - 1] U [½, 1]. Define 
(14) g(t)= ~ k(2)eit~d2. 
-oo  
We note that the function g is even and in the Schwartz class Y(R), i.e. g and 
all its derivatives are rapidly decreasing. Also g is real-analytic because it is the 
restriction to ~ of an entire function of exponential type. 
Let h(co) be a smooth even function ~0 on S n- ~ such that h = 0 on some 
open set [2CS n-l. We put 
(15) F(w, t) = h(co)g(t). 
ASSERTION. There exists a function f in the Schwartz class Y(IR n) such that 
f (w ,  t) = F(co, t), (co, t) ~ S ' -  i x ~. 
Assuming this assertion for a moment, we have obtained a rapidly decreasing 
funct ionfwhose Radon transformfsatisfies the conditions of theorem 1 except 
for the growth condition (2). However, fcannot have compact support, because 
otherwise Fand hence the real-analytic function g would have compact support, 
which is impossible. 
The assertion is a consequence of the so-called "Schwartz theorem for the 
Radon transform", cf. [3], p. 6, but we will give a direct proof. In view of 
relation (4), the desired function f should be given implicitly by the formula 
I (5rf)(2m) 7 f (~,t)  e-indt= ~ F(og, t) e-'~'dt 
- eo  -00  
(16a) 
= h(og) ~ g(t)e- indt = 2nh(co)k(2), 
-oo  
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by invers ion  o f  (14). Re la t ion  (16a) a lso makes  sense  for  negat ive  va lues o f  2, 
because  h and  k are even.  In o ther  words ,  we shou ld  have  
(16b)  (3f)(Y)=f(Y)~f27rh -~l 
Observe  that  f i s  a smooth  funct ion  on  ~"  w i th  compact  suppor t  (it is smooth  
because  k -0  in a ne ighborhood o f  the  or ig in) .  We now def ine  
f= j -•  
so that  f i s  in the class Jandf= S f .  By 1 -d imens iona l  Four ie r  invers ion  o f  (4), 
us ing  (16), it fo l lows that  
f(~o, t) = (2zr)-  ' ~ f()to~)ei'ad~ = h(o~) ~ k(2)ei'ad2 = F(co, t). 
- ~  -oo  
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